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In humans there is also a genetic component of ectopic calcification (8–10). However, in most cases it is associated with other primary diseases such as atherosclerosis, cancer, or chronic renal failure, where calcification can be widespread and affect several organs (11–14). The molecular basis of calcification is still poorly understood, but it is generally assumed that certain pathological conditions favor ectopic calcification. This can be caused by local or systemic changes in the availability of calcium, phosphate, or calcifiable surfaces or by ectopic activation of osteogenic signaling, but also by the downregulation of inhibitory mechanisms. Thus, the identification of inhibitors is one important goal in an attempt to prevent disease-associated calcification.

Most protein inhibitors of calcification identified to date act locally and are cellular proteins. Although matrix GLA protein, the most powerful among these inhibitors, is a secreted protein, it is embedded in ECM and has low solubility in physiological buffers (15). Therefore, it is important to identify additional inhibitors of ectopic calcification, if possible circulating molecules that act systemically. $\alpha_2$–Heremans-Schmid glycoprotein/fetuin-A (genetic symbol Ahsg) is an excellent candidate for such a function. The serum protein fetuin was originally described as the major globulin in fetal and newborn calf serum (16). The human homologue was named $\alpha_2$–Heremans-Schmid glycoprotein after two codiscoverers (17). Ahsg is a member of the cystatin superfamily of cysteine

Introduction

Physiological mineralization is restricted to bones and teeth. This is in fact surprising given the high extracellular concentrations of calcium and phosphate, the two major components of the mineral phase (1). Pathological mineralization (i.e., ectopic calcification) can be found in many organs. Recent genetic evidence has revealed the necessity of inhibitory mechanisms to prevent ectopic calcification. This is most obvious in mice lacking matrix GLA protein, which display a lethal calcification of arteries and cartilage (2). Other examples include mice lacking osteopontin, which worsens the effect of matrix GLA protein deficiency (3) and mice carrying mutations in Ank or Npps that have a mild calcification in articular cartilage and spinal ligaments, respectively (4, 5). Undesirable calcification can also result from the induction of osteogenic signaling outside the skeleton, for instance in arterial calcification (6, 7). Thus ectopic calcification may result from an imbalance of positive and negative regulatory factors.
protease inhibitors. Additional members of this superfamily sharing cystatin-like domains are kininogen and histidine-rich glycoprotein (18). A closely related protein, fetuin-B (genetic symbol Fetub) was recently detected by searching human, mouse, and rat gene expression databases (19).

Ahsg is an abundant serum protein in mammalians, and related proteins exist in birds and reptiles. (For an excellent monograph see ref. 20). Ahsg is expressed in the adult liver and in many organs during embryogenesis (21). It accumulates in the skeleton due to a high affinity to hydroxyapatite, the major mineral found in vertebrates (22, 23). Our mechanistic studies suggest that Ahsg inhibits the de novo formation and precipitation of the apatite precursor mineral, basic calcium phosphate (BCP), only transiently (for several hours), and does not dissolve BCP once it is formed (23, 24). Therefore, Ahsg can inhibit undesirable calcification in circulation without inhibiting bone mineralization. The inhibitory activity of serum proteins on apatite formation was largely reduced after the specific depletion of Ahsg from the serum. Recently we showed that the inhibition is mediated by the transient formation of “calciprotein particles,” soluble colloidal spheres containing Ahsg and BCP (24).

To analyze a possible function of Ahsg as an inhibitor of systemic calcification in vivo, we generated Ahsg-deficient mice by targeted deletion of the Ahsg gene (25). These mice in the untreated state have no obvious abnormalities, but alizarin red staining of skeletal preparations revealed the existence of soft-tissue calcification in some female Ahsg-deficient embryos (21). It accumulates in the skeleton due to a high affinity to hydroxyapatite, the major mineral found in vertebrates (22, 23). Our mechanistic studies suggest that Ahsg inhibits the de novo formation and precipitation of the apatite precursor mineral, basic calcium phosphate (BCP), only transiently (for several hours), and does not dissolve BCP once it is formed (23, 24). Therefore, Ahsg can inhibit undesirable calcification in circulation without inhibiting bone mineralization. The inhibitory activity of serum proteins on apatite formation was largely reduced after the specific depletion of Ahsg from the serum. Recently we showed that the inhibition is mediated by the transient formation of “calciprotein particles,” soluble colloidal spheres containing Ahsg and BCP (24).

Methods

Animals and diets. The original Ahsg-deficient C57BL/6-129/Sv hybrid mice (25) were backcrossed for at least ten successive generations to pure C57BL/6 and DBA/2 genetic background mice obtained from a commercial breeder (Charles River Wiga GmbH, Sulzfeld, Germany). Thus the original mutant mouse strain named B6;129-Ahsg<sup>tm1Mbl</sup> was derived into B6-Ahsg<sup>tm1Wja</sup> and D2-Ahsg<sup>tm1Wja</sup> according to Institute of Laboratory Animal Resources (ILAR, http://dels.nas.edu/ilar/) terminology. Control mice for all experiments were littermate Ahsg WT mice obtained from heterozygous Ahsg<sup>−/−</sup> matings. Mice were kept in a climate-controlled room (22 ± 3°C, 45–54% relative humidity) with a 12-hour light/12-hour dark cycle. Food and water were allowed ad libitum.

Genotyping was performed by Southern blotting as described (25) or by PCR. PCR mixtures contained 0.2 µM WT forward primer (5′-ACTCTTCATTCTCC- TAAGGGTGG-3′), 0.2 µM knockout forward primer (5′-TTGATGGGAGATGGGACG-3′), 0.4 µM of WT reverse primer (5′-TATGCTTTTGACACAGCAGG-3′), 200 µM of each dNTP, 1 M betaine, 50 mM KCl, 1.5 mM MgCl<sub>2</sub>, 10 mM Tris-HCl, and 2.5 U of Taq DNA polymerase in a total volume of 25 µl. Diagnostic amplicons were 2.0 kb for WT and 0.6 kb for the Ahsg<sup>−/−</sup> allele, respectively. Mice were fed a standard pelleted rodent diet (Altromin 1324) with the following composition: 0.9% calcium, 0.7% phosphate, 600 IU/kg vitamin D<sub>3</sub>, 19% crude protein, 4% crude fat, 6% crude fiber, and 7% crude ash. A cohort of ten WT mice (five male and five female) and nine Ahsg-deficient mice (five male and four female, strain B6;129-Ahsg<sup>tm1Mbl</sup>) were fed for 4 months with a mineral/vitamin D–rich purified diet (Altromin C1032; Altromin GmbH, Lage, Germany) modified with 5% calcium, 3.5% phosphate, and 5,000 IU/kg vitamin D3. In addition, ten mice of each genotype (five male and five female) were fed the standard diet. Mice were 12 weeks of age at the start of the feeding experiment. For all other studies, the age of mice at time of analysis is indicated in the figure legends. Animal experiments were conducted in agreement with German Animal Protection Law under counseling of the University of Mainz and the University Clinics Aachen animal welfare and protection officers.

Determination of ectopic calcification. For skeletal analysis, mice were eviscerated, fixed in ethanol, cleared in KOh, and stained with alizarin red. For histology, specimens were stained by von Kossa staining and counterstained with safranin O as indicated. For all other studies, the age of mice at time of analysis is indicated in the figure legends. Animal experiments were conducted in agreement with German Animal Protection Law under counseling of the University of Mainz and the University Clinics Aachen animal welfare and protection officers.

Bone histomorphometry analysis was performed using the Osteomasure Analysis System (Osteometrics Inc., Atlanta, Georgia, USA). The bone parameters of bone volume per total volume, osteoblast number, and osteoclast number were determined according to standard protocols (28). For radiographic analysis, mice were anesthetized with isoflurane and x-rayed using a Senographe DMR x-ray system (GE Medical Systems, Solingen, Germany) with a magnification of ×1.9 at 25 kV and 35 mA. Samples for electron microscopy were fixed in glutaraldehyde and postfixed with osmium tetroxide. Sections were contrasted with uranyl acetate/lead citrate and viewed with a Philips EM400T electron microscope fitted with an EDAX 9100 energy dispersal x-ray elemental analyzer.
Physiological analysis. Systolic and diastolic blood pressure was recorded in conscious animals using a tail cuff pressure transducer (BP-98A; Softron Co. Ltd., Tokyo, Japan). Values for each individual animal comprised ten successive, averaged measurements within about 5 minutes. Measurements were taken from untrained, conscious mice at the beginning of their active cycle, after the mice had become accustomed to a temperature-controlled restrainer within about 10 minutes. To measure albuminuria, 5 µl of urine was analyzed by SDS-PAGE and Coomassie staining. Gels were computer scanned and the urinary albumin content was analyzed on a Macintosh computer using the public domain NIH Image program (http://rsb.info.nih.gov/nih-image/) with BSA as an internal standard. Intact parathyroid hormone measurements were performed using a commercial RIA kit (Immutopics International LLC, San Clemente, California, USA).

Serum analysis. Serum for clinical biochemical analysis was obtained from spontaneously clotted blood drawn by retro-orbital bleeding after isoflurane anesthesia. Ionized calcium levels were determined using a Chiron 634 Ca²⁺/pH analyzer (Chiron Diagnostics GmbH, Fernwald, Germany). Total serum calcium, magnesium, phosphate, and serum creatinine were measured using a Vitros 250 autoanalyzer, Vitros slides, and the Vitros Calibrator Kit 1 (Ortho-Clinical Diagnostics GmbH, Neckargemünd, Germany). To estimate the inhibition of BCP precipitation by serum, precipitation assays were performed using a Chiron 634 Ca²⁺/pH analyzer (Chiron Diagnostics GmbH, Fernwald, Germany). Total serum calcium, magnesium, phosphate, and serum creatinine were measured using a Vitros 250 autoanalyzer, Vitros slides, and the Vitros Calibrator Kit 1 (Ortho-Clinical Diagnostics GmbH, Neckargemünd, Germany). To estimate the inhibition of BCP precipitation by serum, precipitation assays were performed using a Chiron 634 Ca²⁺/pH analyzer (Chiron Diagnostics GmbH, Fernwald, Germany). Total serum calcium, magnesium, phosphate, and serum creatinine were measured using a Vitros 250 autoanalyzer, Vitros slides, and the Vitros Calibrator Kit 1 (Ortho-Clinical Diagnostics GmbH, Neckargemünd, Germany). To estimate the inhibition of BCP precipitation by serum, precipitation assays were performed using a Chiron 634 Ca²⁺/pH analyzer (Chiron Diagnostics GmbH, Fernwald, Germany). Total serum calcium, magnesium, phosphate, and serum creatinine were measured using a Vitros 250 autoanalyzer, Vitros slides, and the Vitros Calibrator Kit 1 (Ortho-Clinical Diagnostics GmbH, Neckargemünd, Germany). To estimate the inhibition of BCP precipitation by serum, precipitation assays were performed using a Chiron 634 Ca²⁺/pH analyzer (Chiron Diagnostics GmbH, Fernwald, Germany). Total serum calcium, magnesium, phosphate, and serum creatinine were measured using a Vitros 250 autoanalyzer, Vitros slides, and the Vitros Calibrator Kit 1 (Ortho-Clinical Diagnostics GmbH, Neckargemünd, Germany).

After a 90-minute incubation period, BCP was quantified by measuring the amount of coprecipitated [⁴⁵Ca]. Assays were done in triplicates. Mouse Ahsg protein for serum reconstitution experiments was purified from pooled serum by ammonium sulfate fractionation, followed by gel filtration and cation exchange chromatography. Fractions were analyzed by ELISA, and mouse serum Ahsg purity was estimated to be greater than 95% using gel electrophoresis, silver staining, and densitometry scanning. Human serum Ahsg protein was from Dade-Behring Marburg GmbH (Marburg, Germany). Ahsg concentration in both mouse and human serum was measured using ELISA and species-specific antisera as described (25). The amount of Ahsg protein added back to the precipitation reactions was estimated by densitometry and immunoblot analysis of Ahsg-deficient and reconstituted precipitation reactions and is given as absolute amounts (human samples) or as Ahsg serum equivalents (mouse samples).

Statistical differences between groups were assessed by the unpaired Student t test.

Results

Ectopic calcification in Ahsg-deficient mice on a diet rich in mineral and vitamin D. To analyze whether Ahsg is acting as a systemic inhibitor of ectopic calcification in a situation of increased mineral/vitamin D intake, we fed a normal diet or a diet rich in calcium, phosphate, and vitamin D to male and female Ahsg-deficient (Ahsg−/−) and WT littermate mice with a mixed C57BL/6-129/Sv genetic background. These animals represent the original Ahsg gene knockout, which showed a mild calcification phenotype (25). After 4
months of continuous mineral/vitamin D–rich feeding, we sacrificed the animals and determined that serum calcium and phosphate were not elevated regardless of diet or genotype. We performed alizarin red staining of skeletal preparations. In comparison with the mild and rare calcification previously observed in a few Ahsg–/– female ex-breeders (25), calcification was increased both in frequency and extent (Figure 1). We observed calcification in muscles along the vertebrae in five mice in the cohort of nine Ahsg–/– mice (five male, four female) on a mineral/vitamin D–rich diet (Figure 1a). Three of the affected mice were female, two were male. Such a strong calcification phenotype was not observed in ten WT littermates fed the mineral/vitamin D–rich diet or in ten WT or ten Ahsg-deficient mice fed the normal diet. In histological preparations, we observed extracellular calcified lesions and calcification within small blood vessels in several tissues such as kidney and lung (Figure 1b). No quantitative assessment of soft tissue calcification (e.g., by serial sectioning and histomorphometry or by tissue extraction and mineral ash analysis) was made to detect subtle calcification in WT mice on a high mineral/vitamin D diet or in Ahsg-deficient mice on a normal diet. Nevertheless, the major qualitative differences illustrated in Figure 1 demonstrate that Ahsg can act directly or indirectly as an inhibitor of ectopic calcification in vivo in a specialized situation such as high mineral/vitamin D intake.

**Ectopic calcification in Ahsg–/– mice on a DBA/2 genetic background.** To analyze whether Ahsg has a similar function in a situation of normal mineral intake, we took advantage of the mouse strain DBA/2. This inbred strain is prone to microsurgery-induced calcification in heart and tongue (29); the molecular basis of this inducible phenotype has not yet been uncovered (30). When we combined the Ahsg deficiency with this genetic background, we observed that the breeding performance of homozygous DBA/2-Ahsg–/– mice was significantly reduced compared with that of heterozygous DBA/2-Ahsg+/–, DBA/2-Ahsg+/+, or C57BL/6 mice (data not shown). In addition, the viability of the DBA/2-Ahsg–/– mice was decreased, with a 6-month survival rate of 74% in females and 76% in males. We reasoned that the reduced breeding performance and the increased mortality was caused by an exacerbated calcification phenotype, so we performed high-resolution radiography. Virtually all DBA/2-Ahsg–/– mice examined at age 4 months and older (n = 95; 65 male, 30 female) displayed a severe systemic calcification phenotype (Figure 2a). Calcification was punctate and affected almost every organ, although radiographically it appeared most prominent in skin, kidney, and testis. Such a severe calcification

---

**Figure 2**
Ahsg deficiency in DBA/2 mice leads to severe ectopic calcification on a normal diet. (a) Radiological analysis of 9-month-old male DBA/2-Ahsg–/– and DBA/2-Ahsg+/– littermate mice. Note the punctuate soft tissue calcification of the thorax, kidneys, and testes in DBA/2-Ahsg–/– mice. (b) Histological analysis of 7-month-old DBA/2-Ahsg–/– and DBA/2-Ahsg+/– mice. Plastic-embedded tissues were sectioned and prepared with von Kossa staining and H&E counterstaining. Note the positive staining of calcified lesions in DBA/2-Ahsg–/–, but not in littermate DBA/2-Ahsg+/– mice. Lesions were extracellular in dilated tubules of kidney cortex tissue. Lesions were often associated with atrophied glomeruli. The myocardium (myocard) contained lesions with a fibrosis capsule. Lung tissue contained numerous spherical, scale-like, calcified deposits blocking alveoli. Subdermal adipose tissue contained large calcified nodules. (c) Electron micrograph of kidney tubule interstitium (top). The electron-dense mineral deposits were first detected in foam cell–like phagocytes infiltrating the extracellular space between tubular cells and the basement membrane. Energy dispersive x-ray analysis of the electron dark mineral deposit in these cells identified Ca and P as the major elements present in this sample (bottom).
The ectopic calcification in DBA/2-Ahsg–/– mice leads to high blood pressure, renal failure, and secondary hyperparathyroidism. (a) Blood pressure was recorded in 4- to 5-month-old Ahsg+/+ and Ahsg–/– mice on a C57BL/6 (B6) and a DBA/2 (D2) genetic background. Values are presented as mean ± SE in mmHg. Note that systolic blood pressure (white bars) and diastolic blood pressure (black bars) are significantly elevated (\( **P < 0.0001 \)) in DBA/2-Ahsg–/– mice (\( n = 12 \)) compared with pressures in DBA2/Ahsg+/+ mice (\( n = 13 \)), C57BL/6-Ahsg–/– (\( n = 20 \)), and C57BL/6-Ahsg+/+ mice (\( n = 20 \)). (b) Macroscopic view of the kidney at 9 months of age shows severe calcification and hydronephrosis in DBA/2-Ahsg–/– mice but not in DBA2/Ahsg+/+ littermates (left). Urinary albumin was measured in Ahsg+/+ and Ahsg–/– mice on a C57BL/6 and a DBA/2 genetic background (right). Severe albuminuria was observed in DBA/2-Ahsg–/– mice. (c) Determination of serum concentrations of intact parathyroid hormone (iPTH) and the bone parameters bone volume per total volume (BV/TV), DBA/2-Ahsg–/– serum creatinine levels in DBA/2-Ahsg–/– mice (\( 31.2 ± 11.28 \mu M, n = 12 \)) compared with pressures in DBA2/Ahsg+/+ mice (\( 19.7 ± 3.13 \mu M, n = 10 \)), respectively, \( P = 0.025 \)). In addition, heavy proteinuria was found. Urinary albumin concentrations were below 0.15 mg/ml in urine of DBA/2-Ahsg–/– mice (\( n = 36 \)), and up to 3.5 mg/ml in DBA/2-Ahsg–/– mice (\( n = 38 \)), equivalent to almost 10% of the serum concentration (Figure 3b). These data indicate that both glomerular integrity and retention of proteins with high molecular weight were severely compromised in DBA/2-Ahsg–/– mice. Again, this phenotype is a consequence of ectopic calcification, since we did not observe a difference between WT and Ahsg-deficient mice on a C57BL/6 genetic background. DBA/2-Ahsg–/– mice developed a secondary hyperparathyroidism that may have been a result of renal damage (31), although we cannot exclude the possibility that Ahsg deficiency, per se, influenced parathyroid function. Serum parathyroid hormone levels were elevated tenfold in DBA/2-Ahsg–/– mice compared with their DBA/2-Ahsg+/+ littermates (Figure 3c). Accordingly, the absence of Ahsg in the DBA/2 genetic background led to a marked osteopenia characterized by an increase in osteoclast number (Figure 3c).
The fact that bone volume and serum intact parathyroid hormone in C57BL/6-Ahsg–/– mice was normal (data not shown) indicates that the osteopenia in DBA/2-Ahsg–/– mice was a consequence of renal damage and not a direct effect of the Ahsg deficiency on bone cells. Taken together, the DBA/2-Ahsg–/– mice display important clinical hallmarks of human patients suffering from chronic renal failure (12, 32).

Renal failure is associated with calcification and therefore it is important to determine whether the calcification in the DBA/2-Ahsg–/– mice developed before or after renal failure. Figure 4 shows that calcification was detectable in histological sections using von Kossa staining at 1 month of age. Calcified lesions were present in tongue, lung, myocardium, and kidney tissue. In the kidney only the pelvis, not the medulla or the cortex, was affected at this young age. In contrast, WT DBA/2 mice showed no calcification even at 9 months of age (see Figure 2b). Next we analyzed the time course of calcification by radiography. Figure 4b illustrates that calcification was detectable in the renal pelvis starting at 2 months of age and progressed into calcification of both entire kidneys at 6 months of age. Note that the mice depicted in Figure 4b were alive at the time of radiography, and therefore calcified heart and lung tissue (Figure 2 and Figure 4a) was blurred due to movement. Importantly, we measured normal serum calcium, phosphate, creatinine, and intact parathyroid hormone in Ahsg-deficient mice until 4 months of age (Figure 4c). Hence, the calcification preceded the severe kidney damage observed in mice of 6 months age and older. Therefore, calcification was primarily a consequence of the lack of Ahsg and not of renal damage. Kidney damage may, however, further exacerbate the calcification phenotype.

**Explaining the phenotype of DBA/2-Ahsg–/– mice.** To find a molecular explanation for the severe calcification phenotype of the DBA/2-Ahsg–/– mice, we first measured ion concentrations in the serum of WT and Ahsg-deficient mice on a C57BL/6 and DBA/2 genetic background, respectively. All the animals analyzed had calcium and phosphate concentrations within the normal range, thus ruling out hypercalcemia or hyperphosphatemia as a cause of the ectopic calcification phenotype in DBA/2-Ahsg–/– mice (Figure 4c and Figure 5a). Magnesium concentrations were lower...
in DBA/2 mice regardless of the presence or absence of Ahsg (Figure 5a). Magnesium is a potent inhibitor of calcification, because Mg$^{2+}$ ions readily substitute for Ca$^{2+}$ in the apatite crystal lattice and cause crystal poisoning (33). Accordingly, low serum magnesium has previously been identified as one possible reason for the predisposition of DBA/2 mice to experience calcification of their tongue and heart tissue (27). It may therefore contribute to the background differences between C57BL/6 and DBA/2 mice. Thus we tentatively conclude that the phenotype of DBA/2-Ahsg–/– mice is most likely a consequence of the combination of the DBA/2 strain–dependent propensity to calcify and the deficiency of Ahsg as a serum-borne inhibitor of calcification.

To analyze the serum inhibition of calcification, we performed an in vitro precipitation inhibition assay. The chemical and crystallographic nature of the mineral formed in this assay is complex and comprises a mixture of amorphous calcium phosphate, octacalcium phosphate, and apatite, most aptly described as basic calcium phosphate (BCP). Serum from DBA/2-Ahsg–/– mice inhibited BCP precipitation in a dose-dependent manner, with an IC$_{50}$ of 0.8% serum (Figure 5b). In contrast, serum from DBA/2-Ahsg–/– littermates did not influence the formation of BCP at a final concentration of up to 4% and had an IC$_{50}$ of 6.8%. Similar values were obtained when serum from Ahsg–/– mice (IC$_{50}$, 5.2%) or Ahsg+/– mice (IC$_{50}$, 0.8%) on a C57BL/6 background were compared. These results suggest that Ahsg acts as a systemic inhibitor and that Ahsg deficiency in serum elicits the formation of insoluble BCP. As expected, adding purified Ahsg to the Ahsg–/– serum restored the inhibition of BCP precipitation to the WT level (Figure 5c). This experiment indicates that the absence of Ahsg is associated with a lack of inhibitory activity of serum proteins on BCP precipitation. Low-molecular-weight serum inhibitors like magnesium and pyrophosphate are not measured in the precipitation inhibition assay, which employs dilute, dialed serum. Likewise, tissue-bound inhibitors or activators of calcification are not contained in this assay, but do all contribute to the final outcome in intact animals. This may explain why DBA/2-Ahsg–/– mice do, but C57BL/6-Ahsg–/– mice do not, spontaneously calcify to the same extent detectable by radiography, although both strains show similarly reduced serum inhibition capacity.

Ahsg, calcium, and phosphate in calciphylaxis patients. We reasoned that the lack of inhibition of BCP precipitation, and not only an elevated calcium phosphate...
product, could be a contributing factor for ectopic calcification in humans. We analyzed calciphylaxis patients, who suffer a particularly severe calcification disorder. Calciphylaxis is found in 1–4% of dialysis patients with end-stage renal failure (34–36), and according to a recent report, may in fact be clinically silent in many patients (37). Concerning human pathology, calciphylaxis shares similarities with DBA/2-Ahsg−/− mice, as the patients are characterized by chronic renal failure, severe ectopic calcification of various organs, and a high rate of mortality. We therefore collected sera from eight calciphylaxis patients and three control subjects and assayed for inhibition of BCP precipitation in vitro in the same way as described above for mouse sera. Figure 5d shows that total serum calcium and serum magnesium were similar in calciphylaxis patients and control subjects (Ca, 2.4 ± 0.2 mM calciphylaxis patients vs. 2.4 ± 0.3 mM control; Mg, 1.0 ± 0.19 mM calciphylaxis patients vs. 0.9 ± 0.2 mM control), and serum phosphate was mildly elevated in calciphylaxis patients compared with control subjects (1.8 ± 0.2 mM vs. 1.2 ± 0.3 mM, respectively). It is worth noting that half the patients had a calcium phosphate product in the normal range, consistent with other literature reports (38). Thus, it is not possible to explain the severe systemic calcification of calciphylaxis patients by increased levels of calcium and phosphate alone. When we measured the serum potential to inhibit spontaneous BCP formation in a precipitation assay, we determined that the sera from the control group inhibited with an IC50 of 2.2% ± 0.2% serum, and all sera derived from calciphylaxis patients had a largely decreased inhibitory potential on BCP precipitation (Figure 5e). In fact the IC50 values of these sera were almost twofold higher (4.3% ± 0.7%, P < 0.001) on average, ranging from 3.75% to more than 6% serum. These elevated IC50 values correlated with a low serum Ahsg concentration in all patients (0.26 ± 0.08 mg/ml vs. control, 0.59 ± 0.07 mg/ml, P = 0.0017), and reconstitution experiments demonstrated that the elevated IC50 values were paralleled by relative Ahsg deficiency (Figure 5f and data not shown). Taken together, these data suggest that decreased inhibitory activity of serum proteins, notably associated with low Ahsg levels, contributes to the systemic calcification seen in these patients.

Discussion
The existence of protein inhibitors of ectopic calcification has long been suggested, given the fact that all extracellular fluids contain calcium and phosphate concentrations exceeding the solubility product for spontaneous precipitation (33, 39). A few such inhibitors have already been identified. They include, among others, mineral-binding ECM proteins such as matrix GLA protein and cellular proteins such as Npss or Ank that act by increasing extracellular concentrations of the calcification inhibitor pyrophosphate (2–5). In this study we demonstrate that the serum protein Ahsg may act as a systemic inhibitor of ectopic calcification. This activity is unique to Ahsg in that proteins of comparable molecular weight or similar negative charge like ovalbumin, albumin, lysozyme, glutathione S–transferase, mannone-binding protein, and the established calcium-binding protein calmodulin all failed to inhibit calcification at the micromolar concentrations sufficient for effective inhibition by Ahsg (23, 40). Structure-function studies in our laboratory showed that Ahsg solubilizes BCP as a colloid by forming “calciprotein particles” (24). The underlying mechanism involved a direct interaction with the mineral phase and the prevention of large crystal formation. This was confirmed in vivo by the discovery of Ahsg as the major protein of a high-molecular-weight complex also containing calcium, phosphate, and matrix GLA protein in serum of etidronate-treated rats (41–44).

Such a mechanism is much reminiscent of the way in which apolipoproteins keep insoluble lipids in solution by covering them with a soluble sheet. Alternatively biological activities of Ahsg could also be responsible for the observed effects.

Apart from direct inhibition of calcification on a chemical level, Ahsg could also indirectly influence calcification by regulating energy metabolism (45) or bone metabolism (46). In particular, Ahsg has been shown to antagonize TGFs and bone morphogenetic proteins (47–48), which are potent osteogenic growth and differentiation factors possibly involved in atherosclerotic calcification (49) and muscle calcification (50). In addition, Ahsg could aid the removal of BCP precipitates by phagocytosis. Several reports suggest that Ahsg may play a more general role in phagocytosis regulation and innate immunity. Ahsg can act as an opsonin (51), it quenches the oxidative burst associated with the uptake of apatite crystals by neutrophils (52), and it forms antibody complexes involved in marking and removal of apoptotic neutrophils (53). Low Ahsg serum concentrations have been found to be associated with depressed cellular immunity (54) and nonspecific host defense (55). Recent clinical studies suggest that low Ahsg serum levels are an outstanding predictor of short-term mortality in patients with liver cirrhosis and liver cancer (56) and correlate with short-term mortality in uremic patients (57). These reports do not necessarily infer causality, but they are fully compatible with a role of Ahsg in clearing insoluble remnants and cellular debris. It is interesting that a similar function in innate immunity has been recently demonstrated for a structurally related member of the cystatin superfamily of serum proteins, histidine-rich glycoprotein (58).

Regardless of the precise molecular mechanism of the inhibition of undesirable calcification by Ahsg, it is important to state that, in contrast to other inhibitors of ectopic calcification, Ahsg acts in all
extracellular fluids and is not locally restricted. Therefore, any situation that lowers Ahsg serum concentration will increase the risk of systemic calcification. It is important in this context to recall that many calcification disorders, including atherosclerosis and calciphylaxis, have an inflammatory component, and that human Ahsg is a negative acute-phase protein that is downregulated after infection or trauma (59). We analyzed calcification patients because they suffer a particularly severe form of soft tissue calcification. This includes the precipitation of calcium phosphate in the microvasculature, which also occurs in Ahsg-deficient DBA/2 mice. However, the etiology of calcification is complex and we do not suggest that the Ahsg-deficient mice are a model for human calciphylaxis. Our ongoing analysis of patients demonstrates that calcification is often associated with depressed serum Ahsg. It is quite possible that in some cases Ahsg was decreased to start with, as it was in the Ahsg-deficient mice. In other cases, probably including most human calcification diseases, Ahsg could be reduced due to inflammation or consumption in the progression of the calcification disease. Both situations are fully compatible with the hypothesis that prolonged deficiency of Ahsg as a major serum inhibitor of calcification may increase the risk of calcification.

The function of Ahsg as an inhibitor of ectopic calcification, at least in mice, is dispensable in the physiological situation, but is essential in conditions favoring calcification. For now it is impossible to draw the same conclusions for human pathology, because no Ahsg deficiency has been described yet. Moreover, there is experimental evidence that cutaneous calcification can be induced in rats but not in mice, indicating that there are species differences in the predisposition for ectopic calcification (60). Our own data show that the IC_{50} values for inhibition of BCP precipitation obtained with human serum are at least twofold higher than those obtained with mouse serum (Figure 5, b and e). Therefore it is likely that mice are better protected against ectopic calcification than are rats or humans.

Although it is impossible to fully address this issue experimentally, one important general conclusion can be drawn from this study. The concentration of ions, especially of calcium and phosphate, is not the sole determining factor for ectopic calcification. Here we demonstrate that the presence or absence of serum inhibitors of BCP precipitation plays a more critical role than previously anticipated. In fact, in an initial screen of hemodialysis patients, we have already determined that Ahsg serum concentrations are significantly lower than those in healthy controls, and correlate inversely with all-cause mortality (57). Future studies are required to underscore the clinical significance of these findings and to analyze the potential of using Ahsg as a therapeutic agent to reduce ectopic calcification.
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